We emulated nature.

Then we topped it.
It’s good to seek out premium decking that’s intriguingly comparable to natural hardwood. It’s even better to get those sought-after looks with high durability and few maintenance demands.
Exotic wood presence. Customized character.

Zuri® Premium Decking gives homeowners the look, feel and charm of exotic hardwood with none of its maintenance demands. Which adds up to zero tradeoffs and truly unique exterior design possibilities.

Our distinctive inlay design, style and color options add a dramatic visual draw to long runs of diagonal decking. Make an even bigger personal statement by working with one of our designers to create your own detail.

Move your exterior environment in the right direction: forward.

Zuri is the gorgeous result of passionate forward thinking and painstaking execution. Its proprietary technology saves much more than time spent preserving the beauty of your deck. It saves our dwindling hardwood forests—protecting these natural resources for future generations.

- Zuri’s cellular PVC core and acrylic topcoat provides exceptional resistance to UV light and color fade.
- Each decking shade will retain its just-installed look with minimal color shifting; we back it with our 25-year Color Fastness Warranty.
- Zuri is engineered to be resistant to scratches, stains, color fading, slips and moisture.
Nothing comes close to Zuri.

Especially this close.
The key elements of transformational outdoor living space.

Zuri Premium Decking does more than invite inspection. It necessitates it. Color, texture and minimal grain-pattern repetition capture the unmistakable look of exotic timber. You’ll find it all perfectly showcased by Zuri Square Boards and Grooved Boards.

Our square boards exhibit classic wood beauty, with no painting, staining or resealing. Our grooved boards owe their sophisticated presence to a simple and aesthetically pleasing hidden-fastener installation.

Zuri® Premium Decking distinguishes itself on every level, from beautiful presence to low-maintenance durability—and Zuri® fascia is the ideal accent. It can be used below the deck or on a stair riser. Plus, it comes in a variety of perfectly complementary colors.

• Comes in 1" x 8" and 1" x 12" widths, 12' lengths
• Can be used for stair risers
• Complements the beauty of Zuri decking

Six colorful ways to distinguish your outdoor space.

From vibrant to neutral to weathered, Zuri’s color options give you a variety of ways to put your personal stamp on your home exterior environment. And every color is backed by a 25-year Color Fastness Warranty against color shifting.

Boards available in 5/4” nominal x 5-1/2” wide, 12’, 16’ and 20’ lengths.
The ideal outdoor environment for the homeowner who loves to relax but never settles.

Expand the boundaries of beautiful.

Keep your indoor-outdoor transitions seamless. Zuri helps you merge your interior and exterior into one stunning living space. So dining and living rooms gracefully extend into backyards and beyond.

Zuri helps you merge your interior and exterior into one stunning living space. So dining and living rooms gracefully extend into backyards and beyond.

Raise your decking profile with Royal Building Products.
Royal® Building Products exists for one reason: to push the limits of what every type of exterior can be. We strive for best-in-class manufacturing and industry-leading innovation. What drives us? Every homeowner who demands exteriors that add value, perform impeccably, look amazing and make their lives easier. Our goal is to bring more products, more styles, more technology, more design insight and more sustainable solutions to the attention of everyone who cares about creating the best exterior possible. Build Royal™